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1. Introduction  

1.1  Historical background: Financial institutions and markets function are provider 

of financial services through the process of buying money or financial services in 

certain situation, and then selling these money or financial services in another 

situation. The institutions that provide such services are called intermediary 

institutions. The first intermediary institutions were the moneychangers, that later grew 

into commercial banks. Other forms of financial institutions are insurance companies 

and financial markets emerged mainly during the past two centuries. In Palestine, the 

financial sector “which used to consisted only of financial institutions” emerged at the 

beginning of the past century, and developed to a mature sector during the British 

mandate.  

 

 For example, the financial sector in Palestine included 5 foreign banks, 20 

local banks and 83 credit cooperatives which hold about 82 million pounds (LP) in 

1945. Out of total deposits, 64% were held by foreign Banks, 27% by local banks, and 

9% by credit cooperatives. On the other hand, total credit advances mounted up to 25 

million LP with the industry sector enjoying 22% of total credit advances, 18% for 

agriculture, and 28% for commercial sector. The major Arab banks were the Arab 

Bank and the Arab National Bank which used to hold 7 million as deposits in 1945 
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(AACI, 1991). After 1948 "Great Catastrophe"(NAKBA), and the partitioning  of 

Palestine, the financial sector had been changed, and up to 1967, there were only two 

Egyptian and some Jordanian banks working in either West Bank or Gaza, and a 

Palestinian bank that was  established in Gaza in 1960. The Arab Bank which was the 

major Palestinian bank in Palestine moved its headquarter to Amman. In 1967, in the 

aftermath of the Israeli occupation, there were six banks which include 23 branches of 

the banks operating in the West Bank and nine branches in East Jerusalem (MAS., 

1995). At that time, the occupying authority closed all the commercial banks and their 

branches, along with other financial institutions such as the Agricultural Credit 

Corporation, and the Industrial Development Bank, both in West Bank and Gaza. Their 

accounts were frozen, documents removed and cash transferred to the Central Bank of 

Israel as deposits accounts in the bank’s name (UNICTAD, 1989). 

 

The Jordanian banking law was also cancelled, and the authority of the Central 

Bank of Jordan was replaced with an Israeli one by the military order Number 45, 

which established the Israeli currency as the legal tender in the West Bank. In addition, 

Israeli banks were allowed to operate in the Palestinian market both in the West Bank 

and Gaza by the military order No.255 and thus Arab banks were replaced by Israeli 

ones.  In 1981, the bank of Palestine won a case in the Israeli courts that permitted it to 

re-open and commence its operations in Gaza Strip; some Jordanian banks were 

allowed to re-open their branches in 1986 (MAS, 1995).  However, banking operations 

were offered at the minimum level of activities, the other financial institutions rarely 

existed except one insurance firm worked mainly to cover care accidents.  

 

 Finally, the evolving of financial sector in Palestine came after 1994, when 

reopening of several Arab and foreign banks which were in operation  before the 1967, 

the establishment of  new Palestinian banks, insurance firms, microfinance institutions 
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and programs, the foundation of the Palestinian Monetary Authority (PMA), and 

thereafter establishing of the Palestinian stock exchange in 1997. 

 

2: The Palestinian financial sector: In spite of the general unstable political and 

economic situation that existed in Palestine, the financial sector has witnessed a 

positive increase in the last ten years. This increase includes both the formal 

and informal financing systems. However, the increase was more obvious in the 

formal financing system represented mainly by the banking system 

(commercial banks, Islamic banks, and specialized banks) and that resulted in 

securing the confidence of Palestinian people- a confidence reflected in the significant 

increase in total residents’ deposits.  

 

In addition to that, it is worth mentioning that the financial sector was the least 

impaired sector by Occupier measures compared to other sectors including agriculture 

and industry, which suffered extremely as result of occupier measures during the 2001 

and 2002 years. Today the financial sector in Palestine may be grouped in three parts 

of financial institutions and one financial market as presented in Table No 1.  

 

 The first group is related to the banking system, which includes 22 Arab, 

foreign, and Palestinian banks with 135 branches (PMA, 2005). The majority of these 

banks are Jordanian, which were operating before 1967. The banking sector in 

Palestine includes Islamic banks, commercial banks and investments banks. However, 

considering the capital value, the deposits and granted loans value, the commercial 

banks have more than 90% of the banking activities. Besides the banks operation in 

Palestine, there is an independent government authority that supervises and controls 

this sector known as Palestinian Monetary Authority. Second group: is the insurance 

sector, which includes nine insurance corporations and deal with general insurance 
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activities such as accidents, health, and life insurance, and loan guarantee insurance, 

among with an insurance government authority, and an accidents fund run by the 

government. 

 

The other 

financial institutions 

represent the third group 

of financial sector 

operating in Palestine, this 

sector deals with 

moneychangers and 

microfinance firms. It 

includes 9 institutions 

dealing of micro finance 

activities and 270 

corporate and individual 

moneychangers. 

 

The last sector is 

the financial market 

sector, which consists of 

only one stock exchange operates in secondary market located in Nablus city, dealing 

with common shares of 25 Palestinian corporations and one foreign corporation. 

Among of that there are 6 private corporations that operate as registered brokers and 

located in Nablus and Ramallah, the minimum capital for broker firms is suppose to be 

one million dollars. The financial settlement of the Palestinian stock exchange 

transactions is conducted through Arab bank for residents’ transactions and through 

HSBC bank for foreign transactions.  

Table No. 1 
Summary of Palestinian Financial Sector as in February 2005 

Numbers Financial Sector 
 First Financial Institutions 
 1. Banks Sector 
A government firm Palestinian Monetary 

Authority 
11 banks, with 72 branches Arab Banks 
10 banks with 62 branches Palestinian banks 
I bank with 1 branch Foreign banks 
 2. Insurance Sector 
A government firm Insurance Control Authority 
A government firm Insurance Accidents Fund 
5 Public corporations Palestinian general Insurance 

firms 
3 Public corporations Arab and foreign general & 

life insurance firms 
1 private corporation Guarantee loan Insurance 

firm 
120 Insurance offices and 

agencies 
 3. Other financial Institutions 
UNRWA and 9 NGOs Microfinance Institutions 
20  corps. & 250 sole firms Money Changers 
4 corporations Specialized Institutions 
 Second : Financial Markets 
1 (25 listed corporations) Stock Exchange 
6 private corporations Broker companies 

Source: Complied by the Authors 
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 The total headcount in the financial sector mounted up to about 4500 

employees with annual salaries of 62 million Dollars and the total output of financial 

sector was about 184 million dollars, with value added of 147 million dollars in 2003 

(PCBS, 2004). The following sections will explore the present situation of the above 

segments of financial sector, including major issues facing such activities and the 

adopted policies to regulate such segments as well as their role in financing the 

Palestinian private sector. 

 

1.3: Features of Palestinian Financial Sector: Various features shaping the 

existing Palestinian financial sector: 

Firstly, the unrest political situation prevailed since September 2000, when the second 

Palestinian Intifada broke out, resulting in a decrease in the GNI by 38% compared to 

1999 figures, and in a  reduction in the real per capita income by 46%, and losses of 

5.2 billions after 27 months of Intifada (World Bank, 2003). However, this economic 

situation is slowly improving in the last two years.  

 

Secondly, the lack of a national currency situation resulted in the use of three 

currencies for different purposes such as exchange transactions, saving and wealth 

measurement. Such a situation of multi currency circulations reduces the efficiency of 

the Palestinian economy and denied benefiting it from the revenues associated with the 

use of national currencies. Moreover it lead to not using the exchange rate strategy as a 

macro economic policy, and thus was subject to the limitations that occur due to the 

fluctuations in the exchange rates of the multi currencies (UNICTAD 1998). The issue 

of currency in the Palestinian financial sector will be discussed in the next section.  

 

Thirdly, the high incoming remittances to the Palestinian economy compared to 

developing economies. The incoming remittances increased in the last few years due 

mainly to the increase of external aids to support the Palestinian budget.  For example, 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/44829978_Fifteen_Months-Intifada_Closures_and_Palestinian_Economic_Crisis_An_Assessment?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-25b9aa88cf7469968e8107f858e187c5-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyODI3NTQ1MDtBUzoxMDEwMjM1NTMxNjMyNzVAMTQwMTA5NzMwMTA1MA==
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the incoming remittances value reached about three billion dollars compared to 1.75 

billion dollars in outgoing remittances which are allocated mainly to finance the 

imports. This lead to a surplus of cash flow of 1297 million dollars in 2004 as 

presented in Table No. 2.  Among the other sources that has contributed to  the positive 

net cash flow from  remittances are the transfers of Palestinian working outside 

Palestine which are  estimated to be about 585 million dollars as well as the transfer of 

funds to finance activities of UNRWA and other foreign NGOs operating in Palestine 

(Sabri, 2000). 

 

Finally, the Palestinian economy in 

general and the private sector in particular 

still face many obstacles, among are  the 

inability to control its boarders, and the 

economic siege, in addition to problems related to the lack of financing for the renewal 

of assets.  

 

2: Currency issue  

Under the League of Nations mandate, the British Civil Administration in Palestine 

established the Palestinian currency board in 1927 to provide and control the supply of 

currency to Palestine. The Palestinian pound was thus introduced in 1927, and 

remained in circulation until 1948. However, following the partitioning of Palestine 

and the creation of the state of Israel in 1948, the stocks of the Palestinian currency 

board were transferred to Haifa under the Israeli Jurisdiction, and partly to Amman. By 

1950, the Jordan currency Board was established and the Jordanian Dinar was declared 

as the legal tender throughout the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, including the West 

bank.  In Gaza, the Palestinian pound was redeemed and replaced by the Egyptian 

pound, the Palestinian Currency Board was liquidated, (UNICTD, 1989). Between 

Table No. 2 
Net Cash Flow of Remittances from to Palestine 

in US Million $ 
 2003 2004 

Incoming Remittances 1,835 3,047 
Outgoing Remittances 1,514 1,750 

Net Cash Flow 312 1,297 
Source: PMA, 2005 
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1948 and 1967, the Jordanian Dinar and the Egyptian pound were the currencies in use 

in West Bank and Gaza Strip respectively. 

 
Up until now, the PNA does not have its own national currency; instead, it has 

a system with three co-existed currencies of Jordanian Dinar, NIS, and US dollar. 

However, it is not known exactly, the share of each of the three currencies in the 

Palestinian economy. The World Bank estimated the values of the Jordanian Dinar 

currencies to be up to the equivalent to 809 million $, and 977 million dollars 

circulated in NIS (World Bank, 1994). The problem of finding the share of each of the 

three currencies circulated in the Palestinian economy is complicated. Each of the three 

currencies has different functions and associated with different businesses. For 

example, the majority of deposits in banks operating in Palestine are in Dollars or JD, 

and may be in Euro, while very small share in NIS. The majority of loans are in US$ or 

JD, while the majority of overdrafts loans is in NIS.  

 

 

In addition, the 

Palestinian budget is 

prepared in both dollar and 

NIS. The payment system 

also for daily transactions is 

different based on types of 

goods and assets. For example trading in land and durable goods occurs in JD or 

dollar, while trading in glossary and consumables occurs in NIS.  Table No. 3 

summarized the payment system in the Palestinian economy and the share of each of 

the three currencies in business transactions, and savings. 

  

Table No. 3 
Summary of Currency Status in the Palestinian Economy 

 US$ JD NIS 
Loans High Low  
Overdrafts High Low High 
Deposits High Moderate  Low 
Checks transactions Moderate  Moderate  High 
Government budget Low  High 
Payments for exchange land High High No 
 Daily transactions Low Low High 
Financial stock exchange Moderate High  
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Euro

JD

US$

NIS
65%

27%

7%

1%

Figure No. 1 Ckecks presented for PMAClearing based 
on Currency in 2004

 The circulation of the three currencies through the banking system is also 

different from the cash transactions. This is because the majority of importing trading 

system has to pass through the Israelis, thus occurs by the NIS. For example, the share 

value of checks offered to PMA for clearing represent 65% of the total value of 

checking system during the year of 

2004,followed by the US$, the JD and the 

Euro as presented in figure No. 1 (PMA, 

2005a).  

 

 The non-national currency status 

leads to various problems and has negative 

consequences on the Palestinian economy due to the following reasons: 

First: the inability of preparing a fiscal government budget in a national currency: the 

budget is prepared in both the dollar and the Israeli Shekel with the use of an average 

exchange rate between the two currencies, and this average fluctuates in high 

percentages that ranges sometimes into 30% at the time of the budget preparation, this 

hinders the formation of some quarterly or semiannual reports that are beneficial for 

follow up and control, and it also obstructs the preparation of   balance sheet reports.  

Second: Using multi-currencies in calculating and paying expenses: in some cases, an 

expense is calculated in one currency where it’s being paid in another. Third: The 

instability of the exchange rate between the three different currencies used in the West 

bank and Gaza Strip. This creates a burden on how to determine the revenues and/or 

expenses in any of the currencies (Sabri, 1999b). Fourth: the absence of a national 

Palestinian currency forbids the PNA to benefit from the Seigniorage. The prevailing 

agreement between the occupying authority and the Palestinian Authority stated that a 

Palestinian National currency could not be issued without the prior approval of the 

occupier, and no independent seigniorage can be generated for the Palestinian treasury 

as stated in Article eleven- item B of the Economic Protocol (IPA, 1995). In addition, 
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there is no agreement about assigning a share of the seigniorage collected by the 

occupier to the Palestinian treasury under the present currency union agreement; a 

study by the World Bank estimated that a fair formula for sharing seigniorage on NIS 

might contribute between 3% to 5% of GDP annually to the Palestinian Authority 

revenues (World Bank, 1999). Fifth: the absence of a national currency renders 

monetary policy ineffective as in fixed exchange rate regime. And the existence of 

more than one currency standard has the potential of increasing the cost associated 

with fluctuations in exchange rate typical of a flexible exchange rate regime (Naqib, 

1999). Sixth:  a dual currency situation tends to reduce the ability of commercial banks 

to perform transforming debt maturities, because of the problem of currency 

mismatching inherent in portfolios. In addition, the Palestinian economy is vulnerable 

to shocks originating in Jordan, Israel, or the USA. A Jordanian Monetary shock will 

be transmitted to the Palestinian economy that will affect the capital accounts, where 

an Israeli monetary shock will greatly affect the Palestinian current accounts (Hamed, 

2000). 

 
 To deal with the non-national currency situation, various alternatives were 

examined, debated and discussed thoughtfully during the last ten years, in order to find 

the best way, conditions and timing for issuing a Palestinian national currency. As a 

summary of this debate, three instruments may be possible in this regards. First: a 

national currency to be  issued by a central bank using either fixed or flexible foreign 

exchange regime, with partial foreign reserve. The second alternative is issuing the 

national currency through a currency board with full foreign reserves.  

 

The issuing of Palestinian currency through the currency board received a lot of 

intensive debate. Some researchers believe this choice may be relevant in the short run, 

yet not appropriate in the long run (Naqib,1999). While others found that, it would 

stand a great success if introduces under a currency board management and followed 
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by reforms in fiscal policy and bank supervision (IMF, 2001). The third alternative for 

the Palestinian currency is to issue an account unit currency as interim process before 

moving to real currency issues by the central bank, which solves some of the present 

problems especially that related to the fiscal issues in the Palestinian economy (Sabri, 

1999b). 

 
3. Banks 
3.1 Introduction: The banking sector offers different banking services including 

granting loans and other credit facilities, accepting customers' deposits, processing 

checks and transfer funds among other services, through three types of banks, 

including commercial banks, Islamic banks and investments banks. The investment 

banks includes three banks with very small capital of 30 million dollars and very 

limited share in the credit system, but with only one advantage which is offering 

medium and long term loans. The Islamic banks also have small share of activities 

including value of deposits. All Islamic banks are newly established Palestinian banks 

with small share in investments. 

  

 The commercial banks are the main section of banking business in Palestine 

and include Palestinian, Arab and foreign banks. They operate under national public 

corporations for the Palestinian banks and under foreign corporations for the foreign 

and Arab banks. They operate under supervision of the Palestinian Monetary Authority 

as well as other central banks in the case of the Arab and foreign banks. The Banks in 

Palestine use to work based on the Jordanian laws, up to 2002, when adopted a bank 

law No. 2 of 2002. The new adopted law covers aspects of control activities and 

measures, management and financial aspects and the requirements of establishing new 

banks (PA, Official Gazette, 2002).  
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Figure No. 2: Distribuation of credit granted by banks operates 
in Palestine: Febrary, 2005            Source: PMA, 2005

Loans 43%
Overdrafts 57%

Leasing 0.05%Commercial bills 0.03%

The size of banks operation in Palestine has grown significantly, as expressed 

by owner equity and total assets in the last decade. For example, the owner equity of 

the banks operating in Palestine increased from 137 million dollars in 1996 to 307 

million dollars at the end of 2004. 

 At the same time, the 

total assets of all banks in 

Palestine increased from 

2201 million dollars in 1996 

to 5114 million dollars at the 

end of 2004, as presented in 

Table No. 4 (PNA, 2005). 

Examining this table which 

presents the consolidated 

Balance Sheet of banks 

operating in Palestine shows 

that all assets items witnessed 

an increase of about 100% or 

more in the last nine years.  

 

 The major activity of 

banks is granting loans and other 

credit facilities such as overdraft 

services, discounting bills and 

financing imports. The size of 

facilities advances also 

developed in the last three 

years, yet less than forecasted. The total credit granted to private sector increased from 

Table No.4 
Consolidated Balance Sheet of banks working in 

Palestine in US Million $ 
End of 2004 End of 1996 Items 

542 177 Assets (Cash) with 
PMA 

203 53 Assets (Cash) with 
other banks in Palestine 

2619 1393 Foreign Assets 
1384 424 Credit for residents 
122 46 Profile Investments 
244 108 Other Assets 

5,114 2,201 Total Assets- 
Liabilities 

147 100 Deposits of PMA 
201 60 Deposits of banks 

operating in Palestine 
3870 1708 Deposits of residents 
133 105 Foreign liabilities 
456 91 Other liabilities 
307 137 Owner equities 

Source, PMA, 2005 
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$114.4 in 1996 to about 1328 million dollars in 2005. In spite of the significant 

increase in credit advances during the last nine years, it is considered too low 

compared to the value of deposits held by the banks.  The ratio granted facilities to 

total deposits is still around 38% compared to 63% in  banks operating in Arab states 

(UAER,2004). In addition, the majority of granted credit is overdrafts to cover 

commercial trading, which represent 57% of the total granted credit as presented in 

Figure No. 2. While the share of loans just forms about 43% of the total granted credit. 

In addition this share merely related to short term loans of one year or less, while the 

share of medium loans are immaterial. The other tow types of credit services offered 

by the banks operating in Palestine are leasing financing and discounting commercial 

bills, but both have a very small 

share and represent less than 1% of 

the total credit.  

 

 As for deposits, it is noted 

that the total deposits have increased 

from $ 1711 million in the 1996 to $ 

3976 millions in February 2005. It is 

equivalent to 90% of the Palestinian GDP, which is considered good, since it is more 

than most of the Arab states with exception of Lebanon.  It is  also higher than the 

average ratio of deposits to GDP of All Arab states which was about 62% in 

2003(IMF, 2003). This level of collected deposits may be much higher if we look at 

the trend of deposits during the last ten years, as shown in Figure No. 3. It indicated 

that the deposit trends witnessed a slow down in the years of 2001 and 2002, which 

were the most affected by the Intifada. Of the total deposits, there were about $ 3391 

million that belonged to residents, which is an increase of approximately 132% from 

that level of 1996, which was about $ 1500 million. The total deposits are distributed 

over three types of accounts: Current accounts, saving accounts and time deposits 

deposits

0
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Figure No. 3: T rends of Banking Deposits and Credit in Palestine
1996-2004
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accounts and according to 2004 figures, the share of each type was $1161 million, 

$750 million and $1480 million respectively. As for the geographical distribution of 

deposits about 79% of the deposits located in the West Bank, while only 21% of the 

deposits are located  in Gaza Strip. Out of the grand total deposits, 60% of deposits are 

in Dollars, 23% in JD, 4% in NIS, and 13% in other currencies especially in Euro 

(PMA, 2005a; PMA, 2004).   

 

 Clearing activities have witnessed a positive improvement in checks clearing 

and transfers. The total number of checks presented for clearing has increased 12% in 

2003; the value of checks has also increased in a total value of $ 3950 million thus 

representing a 26% increase in 2004. Finally, it may concluded that the banking 

systems is doing good in deposit side, but is still on the average level regarding all 

types of credits with exception of overdraft facilities, as presented in Table No. 5 

which shows the major features of the Palestinian banking system. In addition, the 

banks in Palestine still put the majority of their assets outside Palestine.  

 

3.2 Banking indicators 

and performance: The 

general indicators and 

performance of the 

Palestinian banks have 

some positive as well as 

negative aspects as 

presented in Table No. 

6. For example, the 

banks operation in 

Palestine have been able 

to handle any anticipated or unanticipated risky situations that might touch its deposits, 

Table No 5 
Major features of Palestinian banking sector as in 2004 

Major features Percentage 
1. High deposit rate to GDP (4 billions) 90% * 
2. Low granted credit compared to deposits value 38%** 
3. Main Investments are located  outside Palestine 57%   
4. low leasing financing 0.03% 
4. The majority of credit is overdrafts service 55%  
5. Ratio of allowance for bad loans to total credit 11% 
6. Two leading banks hold the majority of deposits 55% 
8. high margin of deposit-credit interest rates  1% -8%  
10. Total granted credit in billion $ 1.5  
12. Deposits of residents in billions $ 3.9  
11. Total Deposits in billions  $ 4.2  
9. Total assets in billions $ 5.0  
* Compared to 61% in Banks in Arab Sates 
 ** Compared to 63% in  Banks in Arab Sates 
Compiled by the authors based on (PMA, 2005a and 2004a, Sabri 
2003a, UAER, 2004) 
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as the PMA has clearly announced that the banks must have a reserve of not less than 

10% for commercial banks operating in Palestine, and 12% for other banks including 

investment and Islamic Banks operating in Palestine. 
 While other 

measures related to credit- 

deposits ratios are still low 

than it should be, thus we 

may conclude that banks 

should play more effective 

role in financing private 

sector. The share of private 

sector in loans is 77% 

compared to 33% for public 

sector and government. Another negative aspect is the high share of investments 

located outside Palestine, which still around two-third of total deposits. However, this 

situation is justified by the political situation. These investments are deposited in 

foreign banks, with low interest, this lead to the decrease of the “operations profits” of 

the majority of banks operating in Palestine.  

 

 However, the performance variance between individual banks is notable. 

Generally speaking, there are two leading banks which hold the majority of the 

deposits, while other 20 banks hold less than 50%. This is  also applicable  to credit 

facilities and other banking services. In addition, the performance of National banks 

fall behind that of Jordanian banks operating in Palestine and this is clearly reflected in 

the customers' deposits share of each category and as demonstrated in Figure No. 4, the 

national banks hold only 19% of total deposits Jordanian banks hold 77%.  This low 

deposit share affected the profitability of the majority of the Palestinian banks 

Table No. 6 
Performance measures of banks operating in Palestine in 

2003 
Percentages Indicators  

25% Credit  for private sector/deposits  
30% Credit /customers deposits 
77% Loans provided for private sector/total 

loans  
68% External investment/customers deposits  
62% External investment/total deposits 
10% Capital Adequacy : commercial banks 
12% Capital Adequacy: Islamic and Investment 

banks 
5% Total allowance to total Assets 

Source: PMA annual report, 2004a 
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1%3%

19%

77%
Jordanian banks

Palestinian 

Figure No. 4: Deposits based on nationality of banks 
as March, 2005

Egyptian Foreign 

including Islamic banks. Finally, we conclude that the Arab Bank is recording 

the highest performance level as 

expressed by deposits, loans, and 

quality of services including 

internet services offering to 

customers. This also applied to 

the reported profits for the 22 

banks operating in Palestine. In 

the year 2003, more than one third 

of the banks reported losses, and mainly due to the high ratio of bad loans provisions, 

however, the result of 2004 was much better, and more banks reported profits.  

 

3.3 Major issues in banking sector: There are some issues attached to the banking 

system in Palestine, which need to be treated carefully. For example, the issue of 

bounced checks, the high percentage of bad loans, the high margin between interest 

paid on deposits and interest earned on credit facilities, the low ratio of medium- long- 

term financing (more than one year), and the low ratio of lease financing. In the 

following paragraphs, we will elaborate the first two issues, while other issues will be 

discussed in the following sections. 

 

 The phenomenon of bounced checks has been existing in the payment system 

in Palestine for a long period of time and in the three used currencies. It increased 

significantly when the second Intifada started, especially in the year 2000. However, 

this issue decreased in the last two years, but it is still is higher than how a healthy 

banking system should be. For example, the bounced checks totaled 14% of total 

checks presented for clearing in 2003 compared to 20% in the year 2002. The total 

number of bounced checks amounted to about a quarter million checks that represent 
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14% of the total presented checks for clearing. Out of the total, 90% of the bounced 

checks are issued in NIS currency, which are related mainly to internal trading.  The 

money value of the bounced checked totaled $ 314 million out of 3950 millions that 

formed about 8% of the presented checks in 2004, as shown in Table No. 7. In spite of 

the reported reasons for not cashing the checks, still the non-sufficient balance is the 

main reason.  

 

 The second issue is the 

increasing ratio of bad loans. The 

allowance of uncollected loans in 

banks operating in Palestine increased 

from $ 40 million in 1999 to 144 

million in 2003, which form about 

13% of the total granted credit, and 2.6% of the total liabilities of the consolidated 

balance sheets of all banks operating in Palestine (PMA, 2005a; PMA, 2004b). This 

issue is the main obstacle facing the banking sector in Palestine. It negatively affect the 

banks investment policy as banks are now employing almost two thirds of customers 

deposits outside Palestine, and thus the bottom line profit is adversely affected. For 

example, the deducted allowance for bad loans reached more than the accomplished 

profit for four banks, and increased the losses significantly for other six banks, and it 

was about 50% or more in other six banks as shown in the respected financial 

statements of the banks (Sabri, 2003a). The most affected banks of the issue of bad 

loans were the national banks, which contributed among other causes to the losses 

reported in the last few years.  

 
4. Insurance Sector 

4.1: Introduction: The insurance activities were very limited up to 1994. There was 

only one Palestinian insurance company, which was established in 1975, with a capital 

Table No. 7 
Bounced checks in Palestinian Banking System 

during the 2004  
 Number Value 

in M $ 
Checks presented to 
clearing 

1,805,412 3950 

Bounced Checks 254,640 314 
Ratio 14% 8% 
Source: PMA, 2005 
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of $ one million, involved in general insurance activities, with reinsurance secured in 

London. In addition, there were about 50 insurance agents located in most of the major 

cities. The insurance activities were conducted under the Jordan Insurance Law of 

1965. The main activity of insurance was related to compulsory automobile insurance 

that accounts to nearly 80% of the insurance premium. (UNICTAD, 1995).  However, 

since 1994, the insurance sector witnessed significant development in Palestine, but it 

still considered a less important than the banking sector in Palestine. It forms only 

about 15% of the financial sector considering value added and number of employees. It 

consist of about nine insurance companies, including three foreign companies with a 

capital of 32 million $, besides 120 office and insurance agents located in different 

Palestinian cities and villages. In addition, there is just a new company which has been 

established to deal with insurance of granted loans with 5 million $ capital.  

 

 The most popular type of general insurance is still the car accidents insurance 

(which is compulsory), followed by the health insurance and labor accidents.  Out of 

the total, 74% of the value of insurance premium comes from car accident insurance, 

health insurance 5%, insurance against fire 4%, maritime insurance 6%, life insurance 

5% and other types of insurance 6%. Among the above types of insurance, the 

maritime insurance is considered as the most profitable activity based on the financial 

statements of the Palestinian insurance companies. The second group is related to life 

insurance that provides protection against any financial loss that may happen as a result 

of the death of a family spouse that will risk the family loosing its income suddenly. 

The life insurance activity is still pre-mature and the national insurance companies 

don't deal with this service with exception of one company. (Sabri, 2003a and Sabri, 

2003b). The third group is offering insurance to cover the granted loans in the housing 

sector, but this activity is just new and immaterial. Due to the important of car 

accidents insurance, the Palestinian Authority has established a special fund regarding 

road accidents. The special fund is organized with the decree No. 95 that was issued in 
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1995 (PNA, Palestinian gazette, 1995). This special fund is based on collecting a small 

percent of all care accidents policies, which form about 4 million dollars annually to 

compensate the victims of road accidents to the third party with no insurance policy. 

 

 To evaluate the performance of the Palestinian insurance sector, various 

features may be pointed out: 

First there is a gradual progress in insurance activities as expressed in the 

establishment of many new insurance companies since 1994. The share of value added 

by insurance activities is only about 21 million dollars compared to 124 million dollars 

in the banking sector. It employs around 845 person compared to 4518 individuals 

working in the financial sector. Table No. 8 summarizes the size of the Palestinian 

insurance sector.  

 

Second: the limited activity of 

life insurance that was around 

4 million dollars in 2004 

(PCBS 2004).   

Third: the limited capital of 

the majority of the insurance 

corporations (the total capital 

is $ 32 million). In spite of the 

stated minimum required 

capital for insurance business companies, we find that some of the insurance 

companies do not meet these requirements, especially the foreign ones.  

Fourth: The insurance activities still work under different laws in West Bank and Gaza. 

The Palestinian insurance law is still under debate in the legislation council (PNA, 

proposed insurance law of 2005.) The insurance activities are conducted now under the 

supervision of a government body of insurance control, but the new adopted law No. 

Table No. 8. 
Size of the Palestinian insurance sector 

In $ million Indicators 
32 Capital  
57 Revenues of general insurance 
4 Revenues of life insurance 
27 Insurance claims- cost 
6 Re- insurance claims- cost 
31 Output 
10 Intermediate consumption 
21 Gross value added 
7 Compensation of employees 
2 Imposed taxes 

75% of total volume Insurance of cars 
Source: (PCBS, 2004a, Sabri, 2003a Sabri, 2003b) 
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13 of 2004 transferred this authority to a new proposed governmental body known as 

the authority of capital market, but this authority did not emerge yet.  

 

4.2: Major issues of insurance: There are major issues facing the Palestinian 

insurance sector including: 

First: Re-insurance issue: The insurance corporations operating in Palestine are 

supposed to reinsure issued policies in international reinsurance corporations, 

especially in case of some types of insurance, and based on the value of the insurance 

premiums and total compensation, in order to share in compensations in case of costly 

insurance accidents. However, there is no enough supervision on this issue regarding 

the details of agreements, the class of the reinsured company, and the percentage of the 

reinsured amount.  

The second issue is the commitment of insurance companies towards their clients 

regarding paying compensation. Due to weakness of the legal system in Palestine, 

insurance companies may not meet their commitments as should be, accordingly, a 

substantial part of insurance cases end in courts. The PNA decided to get deposits from 

insurance companies to be deposited for the account of the ministry of finance, but 

such deposits may not be adequate to force insurance corporations to pay the due 

compensations.  

Third, the legal and supervision framework: The new market securities law requires 

that the insurance firms be under supervision body, but such law is not implemented 

yet, accordingly, there is a legal vacuum. In addition the new released law deals 

insurance activities as financial markets, while should be classified this way.  

The last issue is the minimum low level of capital required from insurance companies 

working in Palestine, which is set at five million dollars; moreover, the foreign 

insurance companies did not even meet this stated minimum level of capital. 

Accordingly, there is a need to increase the minimum requirements for both national 
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and foreign insurance companies and to monitor the compliance of those companies 

through ensuring that minimum required level of capital is paid up.  

 
5. Other Financial Institutions:  

The last part of the Palestinian financial sector is known as informal financing system, 

which includes moneychangers, microfinance institutions, and special financing 

programs: 

5.1: Moneychangers: The weaker the formal financing system the more increasing 

role the informal financing system that is expected to play. The moneychangers used to 

be primary source of funding in the Palestinian financial sector for a long period, 

before the advent of the PNA. The moneychangers performed different tasks such as 

buying and selling of currencies, money transfers, cashing checks, trading in local 

stocks, and granting small loans.  The moneychangers played a critical role during the 

absent of the banking system between 1967 and 1994 in the West Bank, while were not 

permitted to operate in Gaza. In a study conducted in the early nineties, found that 31% 

of moneychangers accept deposits, 12% granted loans, and 12% traded in local 

corporate shares (Jaber, 1993). In march 2005, there were about 20 private 

corporations and 246 business sole firm working in this business with prescribed 

capital of 15 million dollars, while the actual working capital may increase more than 

150 million is suppose to work exclusively in money and checks exchanges (Sabri, 

2003b). Their annual profit is estimated to be about 10 million dollars in 2003 (PCBS, 

2004). The functions of deposits, credit, and trading in shares are now not permitted 

under the new regulations.  

 

 The Palestinian National Authority issued a Decree to organize the profession 

of moneychangers in 1997 and amended it in 2000 (PNA, Order No. 4 of 2000). The 

Decree organized the profession in three perspectives based on legal entity and value 

of prescribed capital. It listed the permitted trading activities, which include exchange 
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currency, cashing traveler and personal checks and sending transfers on behalf of 

customers. On the other hand, it prohibited receiving deposits and granting loans as 

stated in Article 12 of the Decree (PNA, Order No. 4, 2000). However, in spite of the 

above order this sector is still considered as one of the major microfinance instruments, 

which may be used by customers who may not be satisfied with the regular formal 

requirements. However, the idea of whether the moneychangers should play role in 

microfinance is a controversial issue. Many support the informal financing system and 

believe that it creates positive competition with the formal system and force them to 

reduce the cost of finance, and thus create a balance with formal system (Steel, et al, 

1997; Chaudhuri and Gupta, 1996 and Bose, 1998). 

 
5.2 Not for profit organizations: There are about nine voluntary local and foreign 

institutions that provide microfinance loans. Such institutions can be categorized under 

“Informal financing”, and part of these loans are directed to special sectors, women, 

and investors in rural areas. The value of microfinance loans range between $ 300 to 

$10,000 and some even fall less than $300. The interest rate ranges between 6% to 

24% in case of loans less than 1000 Dollars. About three of the NGOs are specialized 

exclusively for women, some for farmers, or housing, while other NGOs are working 

for loans in general for small businesses and other non-specialized programs (Sabri 

2003a).  The credit portfolio of the NGOS working in Palestine was about 32 million 

in 2000 (UN, 2001).  

 

 However, it is unknown to what extant such programs which are mainly 

directed to self-employment of micro-enterprises are successful, and thus there might 

be a need for re-evaluation. For example, one the NGOs which direct its loans to 

women which have total outstanding loans of 1.4 million Dollars with an average loan 

of 316 dollars reported a loan- loss rate of 8%, with operational self efficiency of 81% 

(Manalo, 2003). Other measures may be used to evaluate this sector of financing, such 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/222312533_Formal-Informal_Sector_Interaction_in_Rural_Credit_Markets?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-25b9aa88cf7469968e8107f858e187c5-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyODI3NTQ1MDtBUzoxMDEwMjM1NTMxNjMyNzVAMTQwMTA5NzMwMTA1MA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/223828251_Delayed_formal_credit_bribing_and_the_informal_credit_market_in_agriculture_A_theoretical_analysis?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-25b9aa88cf7469968e8107f858e187c5-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyODI3NTQ1MDtBUzoxMDEwMjM1NTMxNjMyNzVAMTQwMTA5NzMwMTA1MA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/223828251_Delayed_formal_credit_bribing_and_the_informal_credit_market_in_agriculture_A_theoretical_analysis?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-25b9aa88cf7469968e8107f858e187c5-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzIyODI3NTQ1MDtBUzoxMDEwMjM1NTMxNjMyNzVAMTQwMTA5NzMwMTA1MA==
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as outreach of loans, operational efficiency, and asset quality and loans loss (Rock et 

al., 1997). 

 
5.3: Special programs and institutions: The United Nations of Palestinian Refugees 

Agency (UNRWA) started offering microfinance credit to refugees since 1993. Such 

programs aim to offer short-term working capital loans to micro-enterprises, long-term 

loans to small-scale businesses and solidarity group lending. The total disbursements 

value of UNRWA project was about 76 million dollars. It includes 65,000 loans, with 

an average of 1170 dollars per loan. The estimated operational sustainability for the 

loans was about 87% (UNRWA, 2004). In addition, there are special programs that are 

being executed by different commercial banks that are funded by foreign institutions, 

which specialized in medium term loans. Such programs include the French grant, IFC, 

and the German program. The average period for the loan granted by the German 

program was three years that could be extended into eight years. The French Grants 

provide grants that reach 35% of the loan with a condition of buying the needed 

equipment from France.  The IFC of the World Bank works in Palestine, granted loans 

up to 30 million dollars in 2001, and it may extend its loans up to $ 75 million (World 

Bank update, 2001). Finally, the Palestine company for real state mortgage, which was 

established in 1997, is financing buying houses for low-income customers, but it works 

with limited capital of about 20 million dollars. 

 
6. Role of Central bank 

6.1: Introduction: The establishment of the PMA aims to conduct the majority of the 

functions of the central bank. It started in January 1994 based on economic agreement 

which is part of the Oslo peace agreement signed in 1993. In 1997, law No. 2 of 1997 

was issued to regulate the work of the Palestinian Monetary Authority (PMA, Official 

Gazette, 1998). The aim of the PMA as stated in the law is to manage the government 

gold and foreign currency reserves, to regulate the quantity and cost of credit system 
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and to maintain an efficient and developed banking system through the organization of 

banking activities, issue and cancel licenses of banks, control and supervise them, in 

addition to exercising the privilege of issuing the national currency when it is possible 

or when the PNA decides. The PMA has been working for about ten years, during 

which its total assets increased from 205 million dollars in 1996 to 569 million in 2004 

as presented in Table No. 9. The majority of the liabilities of the PMA comes from 

regulatory reserves and deposits collected from local banks to meet control measures. 

  With the Absent of a 

national currency, the PMA has 

little to do regarding currency 

exchange rates, or stating interest 

rates using other possible 

monetary measures. In addition, 

the PMA does not hold any 

government assets, funds, or 

accounts until now. Accordingly, 

the left functions of PMA are 

concentrated on conducting 

clearance of checks, as well as monitoring and controlling the operation of Palestinian, 

Arab, and foreign banks working in Palestine, as well organizing moneychangers' 

profession to pursue their work more officially. The PMA works independently and 

follows the office of the president of the PNA. However, there exists some sort of 

coordination with the ministry of finance on monetary and fiscal policies as the deputy 

of the finance minister is one of the PMA board of director members.  

6.2: Performance of the PMA: Concerning controlling of banks operations in 

Palestine, the PMA did not adopt officially the Basel regulations yet. However, the law 

Table No. 9 
Assets and Liabilities of the PMA in US million $ 

2004 1996 Items 
140 117 Balance with Banks in Palestine 
18 0 Local Investments 

401 87 Foreign Assets 
1 1 Fixed Assets 
1 0 Other Assets 
8 0 Governmental loans  

569 205 Total Assets - Liabilities 
530 194 Deposits for banks and financial 

institutions  
0 1 Allowances  

37 10 Capital and reserves 
2 0 Other Liabilities  

Source, PMA, 2005 
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of banks of 2002, the law of Monetary Authority of 1997 and the various adopted 

regulations and orders control most of banking operations including activity, risk, 

capital adequacy, and liquidity of banking services as presented in Table No. 10. 
Table No. 10 

Measures used by PMA to control the operations of Banks in Palestine 
Aspects Measures Ratios 

Activity measures   
Ownership of fixed assets   Fixed assets to total assets 25% 
Ownership in securities Securities to total assets 25% 
Investments outside Palestine Total investments to deposits 65% maximum 
Granting loans and credit Credit to deposits 40% minimum 
Un-permitted activities Stated  by law of Banks, article 16  
Permitted upon permission Trading in options 

Granting loans to non-residents 
Investment in foreign securities  

 

Adequacy of Capital   
Adequacy Adjusted ownership to weighted 

risk assets 
10% to 12% 

Minimum capital requirements Paid capital  5 to 20 US$ million 
Regulatory reserves  up to 100% of paid capital 10% of profit  
Liquidity   
Liquidity ratio Current assets to deposits 25% 
Cash ratio Cash to deposits 4% 
Risk   
Ownership in a capital 
company  

Value share to capital 10% maximum 

Credit granted to one customer Value to capital 10%- 15% maximum 
Trading in foreign currencies Short or access  in foreign 

currency positions to owner equity 
5%  

Allowance for bad loans Due loan values based on  due 
date of loan (180 to 360 days) 

20% to 100% 

Cash to be deposit in the PMA 
as minimum legal reserves 

Based on deposits and credits  6% to 15%  

Sources: Complied by the authors based on PMA law, Banks law of 2000, and various 
Circulars Issued by the PMA (1995-2004). 
  

The table shows that various measures have been set to control types and limits 

of major activities of banking system in order to assure minimum risk as well as to 

serve the Palestinian economy, this includes activities and investments outside 

Palestine, investments in fixed assets, securities, and granting loans. However, the 
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most important two measures are related to impose minimum ratio on the credit 

granted in Palestine and a maximum level of investments outside Palestine. In addition, 

there is a list of activities that are not permitted to perform, besides a list of activities, 

which are permitted only upon the approval of PMA such as investment in options, 

granting loans to non-residents, and investment in foreign securities.  

 

 For liquidity measures, the PMA is monitoring the banks' liquidity through two 

measures to keep minimum level of liquidity, which is 25% and minimum balance of 

cash as 4% of current liabilities. For risk measures, various maximum levels were 

stated regarding credit granted to one customer (assets concentration), ownership in a 

capital company, and trading in foreign currencies. In addition, detailed regulations are 

stated to organize the allowances for bad loans. Finally, for adequacy of Capital, this is 

a  minimum ratio of the adjusted ownership to weighted risk assets, a minimum 

amount of paid capital, and an annual 10% of deduction of profit up to be added to 

legal reserves up to 100% of the paid capital. The last measure is applied for all 

corporations by the law of companies. 

 

 However, the compliance of banking sector with the PMA stated ratios and 

measures is not materialized completely, especially regarding to some Arab banks.  For 

example, the credit to deposits ratio which is supposed to be about 40% reached only 

18% for Jordanian banks, and 19% in  the Foreign bank operating in Palestine, only 

Palestinian and Egyptian banks granted loans above the minimum requirements (PMA, 

2005b). In addition, the most important control measurement is the owner equity to 

total deposits ratio which is not declared yet, however the PMA has forced branches of 

foreign banks that have deposits with more than $30 million to increase the capital to $ 

20 Million, in an attempt to guarantee a safe defensive system as a step to implement 

such measure. In addition, there is no stated limit for the collected fees and charges that 

banks take from its customers in return for various services, which has totaled in some 
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banks to 185 types of fees (PMA, 2004). The PMA issued an order to state 58 types of 

fees, without stating any limits for the charges, and the only measure was on the types 

of fees, but not on the price or commissions (PMA, order No. 33, March 2004). 

Accordingly, there is a need to state levels of fees rather than list them. Finally, the 

PMA does not interfere in the interest rates and leaves it to banks and market, this 

situation resulted in a big interest spread which is the difference between rates paid on 

deposits and those collected on credits. For example, in the average the deposit interest 

rate was 1% for the dollar, while it reached 8% for the loans. Accordingly, the PMA 

has to interfere in one way or another in the favor of the Palestinian businesses and 

customers. 

 
7. Financing of Private Sector: 

7.1: Introduction: The role of the Palestinian financial sector in financing private 

sector has various shortages. First: it is a short-term credit, it is estimated that the share 

of medium and long term credit granted by banks operating in Palestine is  about 8 %, 

while about 92 % are either  in the form of overdrafts, short terms loans (up to one 

year), and discounting of commercial bills. This ratio is true if we consider even the 

investment banks and the IFC program, which have a small share of medium- term 

credit. The second disadvantage is related to types of sectors attractiveness to the 

financial system. The credit system prefer to deal with commercial sector, and service 

sectors, rather than dealing with agricultural, housing or industrial sectors due to risk, 

and logistic reasons. The last three sectors are the most important sectors which are 

capable to improve the general economy, and they are in  need for real medium and 

long term credit schemes. For example, the three sectors of agriculture, industry, and 

housing have only a share of 23% of the total granted credit by the banking system 

compared to 46% of the total credit granted to the commercial sector as shown in 

figure No. 5 (PMF, 2005a).  
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 However, the lack of credit financing offered by banks to these major sectors 

is not related to the profitability of theses sectors, or to the ROI- interest rate, but to the 

fact that banks are more comfortable when dealing with short term loans and overdrafts 

credit rather than examining medium and long term loans even if such investments are 

more profitable. For example, various studies reported high return on investment rate 

for the industrial sector (Sabri, 1998a and 1998a). ROI for housing sector is also high, 

and some studies reported 21% to rent housing projects, and 18% for selling housing 

projects (Sabri, 1998b, Sabri, 2003b). The third disadvantage is that the role and 

the value of the formal financing sector are still low compared to other sources 

of funds as presented in the next section. 

 

7.2: Financing of 

private sector: Measuring 

the performance of 

Palestinian financial sector 

and assessing its role in 

financing the private sector, 

we might conclude that it is 

still in the immature process 

and its role is limited. This 

is true due to the fact that 

the main source of financing business activities of what is known as “the internal 

sources of financing” is considered to be the primary source that finances most of the 

sectors, which includes the paid- in capital, the gained capital including the 

compulsory and optional reserves, and retained earning, or what is known as the 

owner-equity. Studies have shown that the internal sources of fund range on average 

between 80%of total assets, and this could be applied to most economic sectors (Sabri, 

Table No. 11 
Sources of financing Palestinian private Sector 

Sources of funds Rank 
 First: The paid capital 1 
Credit from suppliers (Accounts and notes payable)   2 
Third :Sources of formal funds  
Arab commercial banks 3 
Palestinian commercial banks 4 
Investments and specialized  banks 5 
Palestinian Islamic banks 6 
Foreign commercial banks and special programs 7 
Foreign NGOs lending organizations 8 
UNRWA programs  9 
Local NGOs lending organizations 10 
Fourth: Informal financing and money 
exchangers 

11 

Source: Sabri, 2003a 
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11%

36%

48%

5%

less than 1 year

1-2 years

3-5 years

5 years and more

Figure No. 6: Loan periods as prefered by 
the Private Sector in Palestine

2003a). The credit offered by suppliers (Accounts payable) is considered as the second 

source of funds for most of the commercial, industrial, and agricultural institutions as 

presented in Table No. 11. It covers an average of 20-50% of the current assets, or an 

average of 10% of total assets. The role of other sources including formal, non-formal 

and microfinance system is confined to the left 10%. However, theses sources are so 

varied regarding the share value of the credit system. The commercial Arab banks are 

the main source of credit system, followed by the commercial Palestinian banks, 

investments and Islamic banks respectively. The NGOs and moneychangers form the 

least important source of financing of the private sector as presented by the value of 

credit. The other issue in this regard is the need for medium and long-term credit 

system. In a study that sought the opinions of Palestinian businessmen  and managers 

of corporations and  as presented in Figure No. 6, the majority of respondents preferred 

the term of the loans to be three years and more, while only small share of business 

men need loans of one year 

or less. 

 

7.3: Gender Issue in 

financing system: given the 

fact the women in Palestine 

are relatively well educated 

in comparison to other less 

developed countries and has a good status compared to most of Arab states as 

expressed by literacy rate, education, work opportunities and advanced professions. 

For example, the literacy rate of Palestinian Women is about 87% compared  to 96% 

for men in 2003. The Palestinian women also work in advanced professions; their 

share is about 20% in average, including dentists, Journalists, lawyers, chemists, and 

civil engineers (PCBS, 2004b). The Palestinian women who share in the work force is 

nearly 25% of the total labor force including agriculture, industry, service sector, and 
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public services. Women form nearly 30% of the industrial sector task force; a 

percentage that is considered to be the highest among other sectors. As for the service 

sector, women are also active in that sector, mainly in education, public managerial 

positions, and secretariat positions, hospitals and health services and 

telecommunications(UAER, 2004).  

 

 Considering the share of women in Palestinian financing system, we find that it’s 

less than it should be even when taking into account the special programs for women. 

However, this is expected if we consider the share of women in advanced professions, 

or their share in self-employed business, which is about 17% of the total businesses in 

Palestine (PCBS, 2004b). For example, ratio of loans for women granted by 

microfinance programs conducted by UNRWA was about 31% (UNRWA, 2004). 

While the share of women in loans granted by official banking system is estimated to 

about 12% of the total loans, according to different sources of banks.  

 
6. Palestinian Securities Exchange Market  

6.1: Introduction: The Palestine Securities Exchange (PSE) was incorporated 

as a private shareholding company in early 1995, owned by PADICO, 80% and 

SAMED, 20%. On February 1997, the PSE conducted its first trading session. By the 

end of 2004, the number of listed companies increased to 26 corporations (PSE, 2005).  

The listed corporations choose voluntarily to have their stocks  traded inside the 

market, otherwise the trading of shares for the rest of Palestinian corporations are 

traded outside market through transactions approved by the board of directors of the 

respected corporations as stated by the existed corporate law of 1965. According to 

listing requirements in the Palestine Securities Exchange, companies should have at 

least fifty percent (50%) of the subscribed capital paid up, with minimum capital of US 

$750,000, and the minimum number of outstanding common shares must exceed 

100,000 shares, the company must have at least 100 shareholders, and at least twenty-
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five percent (25%) of the common stock must be offered to the public (PSE, 2005). 

The listed firms are all Palestinian firms, with exception of one firm, which is a 

holding firm registered in Liberia as presented in Table No. 12. The listed firms form 

one third of total public corporations, which may be qualified to be traded in the 

Palestinian financial market. 

  

  The Palestinian stock exchange 

trades only with secondary market, at one 

level, there is no primary market, which 

organized by the corporations law of 

1964, and the initial offering occurred 

under the supervision of one of the banks 

located in Palestine. There is no over- 

the- counter market exists in Palestine. 

For non-listed firms, seller and buyer 

agree directly, and present the deal to the 

respected corporation for registration. 

The trading in the Palestinian stock 

exchange is only conducted over  

common share, with stated par value, and 

registered share not bearer share. In 

addition, neither corporate nor 

government bonds are being dealt with in the Palestinian market. The present law of 

companies permits and regulates issuing bonds by public corporation, but this initiative 

was never used by any of the Palestinian corporations. Table No. 13 summarizes major 

features of the Palestinian stock exchange. 

 

Table No. 12 
Listed Firms in PSE  in 2005 in Million 

Capital Company Name 
JD I: Firms paid capital in JD  

0.7 Arab Concrete Products Co. Ltd. 
6.9 The Arab Hotels Company 
0.9 Arab Insurance Establishment  
1.5 Arab Company for Paint Products  
9.4 Arab Investors Company  
0.9 Arab Real Estate Establishment Co.  
10 Palestine Poultry Company. 
10 Birzeit Pharmaceuticals 
10 Arab Care Medical Services 
1.2 Grand Park Hotel & Resorts  

7 Jerusalem Cigarette Co. 
1 Jerusalem Pharmaceutical Co.  
5 Palestine Plastic Industrial Company. 

3.9 National Insurance Co.  
67.5 Palestine Telecommunication Co. 
11.9 Palestine International Bank 

15 Palestine Investment  Co. 
4.5 Arab Palestinian Shopping Centers 
15 The Palestine Real Estate Investment  

3  Vegetable Oil Company Ltd. 
Capital $ II: Firms with  Paid Capital in Dollars 

6 Ahliea Insurance Group Co.  
172 PADICO 

60 Palestine Electric Co. 
20 Palestine Investment Bank 
20 AlQuds Bank  
21 Arab Islamic Bank 

Source: PSE, 2005 
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Figure No.7: Performance of Pelestinian stock exchange
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The market index of the PSE which is called Al-Quds Index was established in 

1997, based on ten listed firms with weighted average of firms' capital. It was 

established based on a 100 point scale and later moved up to 139 points at the end of 

1997, and went up 278 points  in 2004, which was the highest price index point 

reached during the last eight years. However, later 

 and at first quarter of 2005, 

it jumped to 690 points.  

The trading sessions held 

on five- days per week 

from 10 to 12 am, the 

number of working days 

ranged from 66 days to 230 

days annually. The price 

change during the one 

session is allowed to move 

with a limit of up and 

down. Regarding brokerage 

activities, the Palestinian securities exchanges regulations state that the members to 

deal in the market should be at least private corporations with paid capital of no less 

than one million dollars 

and work exclusively in 

securities (PSE, 2005a).  

In addition, and due to 

absent of the national 

securities laws and 

regulations, the exchange 

is charged with enforcing 

its rules and regulations, covering listing requirements, trading, settlement and 

Table No. 13 
Summary of Palestinian Stock exchange features as existed 

at the End of 2004 
 Major features 

Listed companies 26 out of 75 corporations 
Paid Capital 563 million $ 
Market Capitalization 1,069 million $ 
Annual trading Volume 201 million $ 
Annual volume 104 million shares 
Annual traded equity Stated par value ,registered 

common share, one vote- share,  
Market  One level of secondary market 
Government bonds Not Existed 
Corporate Bonds Not Existed 
Primary market Not traded 
Money market Not traded 
Mutual funds  Not existed 
Future and options Not existed 
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clearing. A board of eight directors representing the Exchange itself, investors and 

securities firms governs the operation of the exchange.  

   

 The number of traded sessions was limited during the first years of operation, 

which started with 66 sessions in the 1997 year, and extended to 244 sessions in 2004. 

The number of traded shares ranged between 10 million in 1997 to 100 million shares 

in 2004. The traded value of the market ranged between $25 million in 1997 to 200 

million dollars in the year 2004; with an average annul trading value of 100 million 

dollars. The market capitalization ranged between 500 million and 1100 million during 

the eight years of operations (PSE, 2005b). Figure No. 5 present the trends of stock 

trading during the eight years of Palestinian stock exchange operation from 1997 to 

2005, based on the database of the stock exchange (PSE, 2005b). However, at the 

beginning quarter of the 2005, the Palestinian stock market witnessed a dazzling period 

of trading regarding volume of trade and the extreme up movement of stock price 

index. The price indexed jumbled about 150% in just four months. The value of trade 

during the four months reached 623 millions which is equivalent to the traded value of 

the past six years of operation for the market. While market capitalization increased 

from 1100 million to 2687 million Dollars in this period (4 months).  

  
8.2: Major issues in Palestinian stock market: The stock market in Palestine has 

passed the initial stage of development but yet it is still far from being considered a 

success story. As a matter of fact, it is still considered to be in the high risk zone. This 

conclusion may be justified by the following facts and causes: 

First: Conflict of interest and insider trading: The PSE works under self developed 

rules issued by the owner of the private corporation which owns the market. There is 

no independent control authority, no code of ethics regarding stock trading, nor are  

there any regulations to control the trading activities, or to prevent the insider 

information. The extraordinary size of trading occurred in February -April 2005 was 
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due to whatever information leaked from insiders about the expected decision of split 

of the share besides cash dividends of PALTEL, which lead the extreme enthusiasm of 

the market trading. In addition, there are some members of the Palestinian exchange 

market who are board members in the listed firms, while other board members work at 

the same time in broker corporations. Moreover, there are members who joined the 

board of the exchange, the board of the listed firm, and board of listed firm in the same 

market. 

 

Second: Fundamentals facts: the 

fundamentals data of the listed corporations 

and the major Palestinian economy 

indicators do not justify the dramatic 

increase in stock price index of more than 

100% in four months.  For example, in the 

last five years only 8 corporations of the listed firms distributed profits from 5% to 

25% of the share par value. In addition, during the period from 2000 to 2002 only two 

to four firms distributed profits as shown in Table No. 14. 

 

Third: the Index issue: The ten listed firms which form the PSE price index are 

changeable based on their traded volume, thus include only the most traded listed firm, 

and exclude the least traded firms. This may create misleading information about the 

activity of the markets and movement of the prices as long as firms with less volume 

are excluded .Because the index is not fixed in a specific firm, it should include all the 

26 listed firms , and thus determine the index by the weighted average volume. 

 

Fourth: the Legal framework: The moment the PNA authorized operation a stock 

market exchange in 1997, it should have amended the related laws in this regard as 

well as needed laws and regulations should have been issued. Only, after eight years of 

Table No. 14 
Number of the listed firms distributed 

profit during 1999-2003 
Year Out of 

26 
Dividends % 

1999 8 5% to 15% of par value 
2000 4 5%- 15% 
2001 2 15% -25% 
2002 4 7% -15% 
2003 7 5% -15% 
Source: PSE, 2004 
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Figure No. 8: Share of the two main firms in PSE 
from 1997 to May 2005 as expressed in trade value
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PSE operations the PLC approved two laws, which are the Law of Capital Markets No. 

13 of 2004  (PNA 2005 a) and The Palestinian Law of Securities No. 12 of 2004, 

(PNA, 2005b) which are supposed to organize the capital markets among other 

financial activities. However, the Law No. 13 of 2004 stated that the supervision of 

operation for the PSE should be under the Authority of Capital markets, which has not 

been formulated yet. Accordingly, the present PSE is neither operating under and 

adequate legal framework nor having an independent supervision body. 

 

Fifth: The ownership of the PSE issue: The PNA granted an exclusive right for stock 

trading to a private corporation owned by a foreign firm which owned 80% and a 

private corporation which owned 20%. The way of granting this privilege is illegal. 

This institute should be changed. Changing legal entity of stock exchange would have 

reflections on various aspects including profit target and working conditions.  

 

Finally, the size of trading in PSE is mainly related to two listed firms. The 

first is the Pal-telecommunications company. The traded value of this firm formed 

about 54% of the total trading from 1997 to 2005, while the trading of the other firm 

(PADICO) formed 33% for 

the same period as shown in 

Figure No. 8. Both firms 

formed 87% of the trading 

since the market has been 

established up till now. This is 

also applied to the cause of 

huge increase in the price index. The unusual size of trading is due to the fact that 

PALTEL was granted exclusive rights from the Palestinian Authority for the ground 

communications, and failed to impose relevant control to accomplish a fair service 

price based in Article No.8 of the License agreement issued in November, 1996 (PNA, 
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1996). The second one is an offshore foreign firm established outside Palestine and 

owns 29% of the first one, thus it moves consequently with the first one.  

 

9. Conclusion and recommendations  

9.1: Conclusion: The role of financial sector including financial institutions and 

financial market in developing the Palestine economy is still limited. It is true that 

there are major advancements in the system that occurred in the last ten years since the 

advent of the PNA. For example, the newly established and reopened banks reached up 

to 22 banks with 135 branches, holding about 4 billion dollars as deposits, with credit 

portfolio of about 1.3 billion dollars. The financial system has also witnessed the 

establishment of nine insurance companies with annual revenues of 62 million dollars. 

The microfinance programs continued to operate and reached the point of $30 million 

credit portfolio and evolving of stock market including 26 listed corporations with 

average annual trading of $ 100 million.  However, the above positive trends may not 

have been reflected positively in the private sector or in the Palestinian economy in 

general. This is mainly because of the instability of the political situation, the 

permanent destructive measures impose by the occupier, and due to the weakness of 

the legal and court systems exist in Palestine, the absent of relevant collateral 

instruments.  

 

Finally, other financing alternatives are not utilized in the Palestinian 

economy. Example of that is using the bonds by the industrial and housing business 

corporations to finance the medium and long-run projects. Failing to attract direct 

foreign investment or to attract cash inflow channeled through primary stock market 

rather than secondary market. Establishing pension funds, and using the fund resources 

available in the Arab development funds. Considering the above findings, the 

following sections represent the concluded recommendations, which should be 

considered by the policy makers of Palestinian Authority. 
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8.2. Recommendation for policy makers: 

First: For collateral and grantee of loans issue:, In order to encourage external 

investments as well as to encourage banks to direct their investments to local market, 

there is a need to provide insurance coverage of investments and export credits against 

political and commercial risks such as nationalization, war, currency inconvertibility, 

civil disturbances, and cancellation of the import license. Examples of such firms are 

the Inter- Arab Investment Guarantee Corporation, in which Palestine is one of the 

owners (Sabri, 1997a), and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency of the World 

Bank known as MIGA, which indicated the willing of working in Palestine. In 

addition, The PNA is called to improve the registration laws and conditions of lands 

and houses in order to be used as the main collateral system, which moves the main 

obstacles of granted medium and short-term loans.  

 

Second: The PMA should include investments in local corporations as a part of the 

minimum requirements of credit to deposit ratio, to encourage banks to invest in both 

primary and secondary markets in Palestine. 

 

Third: To change the present legal entity of the PSE to either a non –profit organization 

owned by insiders known as stakeholders including all listed firms and broker firms, or 

to a public corporation with outsider owners only or both insiders and outsiders after 

public offering or to an independent governmental body.  

 

Fourth: Three major issues for legal framework should be addressed: To issue the 

proposed law of companies and law of insurance. Based on these two laws, a revision 

of the laws of securities should be incorporated. To establish the Authority of Capital 

markets in order to exercise its purposes as stated by its law. Finally, the urgent need to 

improve the Justice and courts system, which is the basic for solid financial system. 
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Fifth: To expand the Palestinian stock exchange functions as well as to improve the 

performance of the market in developing the Palestinian economy. Presently, the 

Palestinian stock exchange is not more than a place to trade the shares of few 

corporations. To develop that, various recommendations should be implemented: such 

as converting the owner company to a cooperative institution own by all stakeholders, 

including the primary market, issue code of trading ethics, and controlling of insider 

trading.  

 

Sixth: Adopting the concept of cross listing of companies in other stock markets. This 

may offer an opportunity to diversify their investments, by investing in different 

markets, and increasing financial and economic ties within Mediterranean and Arab 

regions (Sabri, 2002), in which foreign firms may be traded in the PSE, as well as 

Palestinian firms may be traded in Arab and European stock exchanges. This requires 

an intensive review of the existed laws and requirements of financial statements 

prepared by Palestinian corporations. 

 

Seventh: There is a need to include the primary market to the Palestinian stock market, 

and to consider the possibility of using international public offering by the new 

established Palestinian corporations. However, such process need to adopt that and 

incorporated in the new under debate law of companies.  
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